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THE COVER

"Sa-tan-ti [Satanta] Addressing the Peace Commissioners . . . Medicine Lodge Creek, Ks.," another peace treaty watercolor by Hermann Stieffel, who was present as part of the infantry guard. The generals seated, from left to right, are: A. H. Terry, C. C. Augur, and W. S. Harney. N. G. Taylor, commissioner of Indian Affairs, probably is the civilian with them. The painting is reproduced through the courtesy of The Smithsonian Institution. For contemporary reports of the gathering, see pp. 249-320.

Stieffel painted four Kansas subjects, to our knowledge. All have been reproduced on Kansas Historical Quarterly covers (Summer, 1966; Spring, Summer, and Autumn, 1967). The current cover painting, and that on our Summer, 1967, number, are Medicine Lodge peace treaty scenes of October, 1867. Medicine Lodge is staging centennial reenactments of this celebrated historical event on four afternoons, October 12-15, 1967.